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I
t has been said the people of Yorkshire, England, consider 
themselves apart from the rest of the country. A remark-
able topography and a distinct dialect certainly contribute 
to this impression, but there is more. Indeed, a cultural 

divide distances these wonderful people from others. And there 
is no truer example than in the field-sports arena, where York-
shire folk consider their sport, quite simply, the best.
 So when Frank Boddy, owner of The Ripley Castle shoot, 
invited me to join him in the heart of Yorkshire for some “prop-
er” partridge shooting, as bird hunting is known in the United 
Kingdom, I knew a jewel of a day lay ahead.
 Now, while Yorkshire is well known for its wonderful driven 
moorland grouse and classic high pheasants, the county also 
produces some of the finest partridge shooting found anywhere 
in England—not the traditional tall-hedges and stubble-field 
partridge driving I grew up with in my native East Anglia; 
rather, a distinctive form of the sport where dramatic hillsides 
along moorland edges purposely deliver some of the most test-
ing wingshooting you could wish to experience.
 Following such careful planning as to make the military 
proud, we met Frank early on the day of the shoot at The Boar’s 
Head Hotel, one of many local establishments Frank uses to 
deliver a range of accommodation options to his hunting clients. 
Rain was already falling hard when Frank arrived—the forecast 
for the day made depressing reading—and Frank admitted he 

couldn’t control the weather. However, I soon got the feeling 
that this was the only element of the Ripley experience Frank 
couldn’t control.
 We departed the Boar’s Head Hotel in convoy and headed 
for the shoot box at the edge of Frank’s Hardcastle Moor, one of 
two moors he operates. As we wound around single-lane roads 
toward the Eagle Hall shoot, we began to gain elevation. Soon 
we disappeared into a deep and cloaking fog, which added mys-
tique to our arrival at the moor. 
 Having followed Frank down a moorland trail, we arrived 
at the traditional stone “shoot box,” where Frank hosts both 
partridge and grouse shooting days. As we walked toward the 
box’s door, we began to appreciate the wonderful history that 
surrounded us. This shoot box was purpose-built for shooting 
parties such as ours . . . in the 1850s. Poignantly, the outside 
bathroom bore the inscription “Hens and desperate Cocks!” 
Ducking our heads, we entered the box, stepping back in time 
only to discover a candlelit breakfast table and a roaring log fire.
 Frank extended a warm Yorkshire welcome and introduced 
us to the rest of our team, as we had joined one of Frank’s 
member days with a mixed group of hunters (or “guns” as they 
are known in the Old Country). Frank informed us we would 

have a leisurely breakfast, which would allow the mist to clear 
enough to permit us at least three drives.
 Frank further enhanced the charm of our day with his 
informed and entertaining shoot briefing, which covered safety, 
the sport we could expect, and a history of the Eagle Hall and 
Ashford Side shoots on the Hardcastle Moor. In addition, Frank 
let us know that George Reap, his Head Gamekeeper on this 
part of his shoot, was a fourth-generation moorland gamekeep-
er and an accomplished custodian of this challenging landscape. 
As the day unfolded, George lived up to his billing and proved 
to be a man of considerable substance, as well as fine pedigree.
 The breakfast was delicious; afterward, we drew pegs for 
the first drive and loaded into our vehicles. We made our way 
into a deep valley that was the site of a disused lead mine, 
which closed around 100 years ago. In fact, it is thought that 
lead has been mined in this part of the Yorkshire Dales for 
more than 2,000 years.  
 With assistance from Frank and his support team, who 
included my loader Gordon, we crossed a brook and reached 
our peg. And while the fog had indeed cleared (great planning, 
Frank), driving rain had taken its place. Still, we were underway 
and we now stood ready for action—live on our pegs!
 Soon, partridge began to appear over the hillside above. First, 
sporadic single birds; then a steady stream of testing targets 
followed, finally, by covey after covey of wonderful birds—all 

PREPARING FOR THE SHOOT
(ABOVE) Frank Boddy operates several top driven shoots.
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traveling with equal enterprise, albeit along divergent trajecto-
ries. Some birds fell to the reports of our guns, while other par-
tridge appeared to salute the team and continue their journeys 
unchecked. Then, the gamekeeper’s horn heralded the end of our 
drive. As packs of retrieving dogs descended from the hill behind 
us to hoover up the harvested birds, our team attempted to warm 
up, with Frank serving hot pies and spicy Bullshot soup to all. 
 Not everything was warm, however, as the rain continued 
unabated. 
 After the break, we made our way farther down the val-
ley, where we located our pegs for the second drive. Following 
Frank’s meticulous instructions, every gun moved up three 
numbers in the eight-peg line. We didn’t have long to wait for 
birds to begin to show—not in the volume of the first drive, but 
certainly high in quality and offering plenty of opportunities to 
the entire line of guns.
 For the third drive, we loaded up, and our convoy of vehicles 
headed farther into the moor, to a second valley that was notice-
ably deeper than the dale we had just left. The rain had now 
stopped, leaving the day overcast and blustery—near perfect 
shooting conditions. 
 George and his team brought together flanks from either 
side of the waiting line, which delivered a stream of birds flying 
the gauntlet over the team of guns from both ends of the valley. 
Fortunately, the sport we had experienced earlier in the day had 

given us a suitable warm up. Now, the team was performing 
well, demonstrating notable style.
 As the drive continued, flankers on either side reached the 
end of the line of guns, and a third team of beaters, waiting 
patiently at the back of the drive, began to push forward toward 
the center of the line. This strategy provided fast-flying birds, in 
great numbers, for the whole line. 
 Then, just when the guns expected to head back for lunch, 
Frank decided he could do a little better and instructed the team 
to make for Vipoints, one of the shoot’s signature drives. Frank’s 
effort demonstrates his eagerness to make each day the best it 
can be; and, indeed, for all who shot that day, this final drive 
was the icing on the cake. The birds flew well, the guns tested 
their limits, and the day finished with a flourish. 
 Frank, a timber merchant by trade, began his first shoot when 
the opportunity arose to take on the sporting rights at Ripley Cas-
tle. Now, nearly 20 years later, Frank operates a collection of top 
sporting estates under the Ripley Castle banner. “We shoot more 
than 14,000 acres in total, including 7,000 acres of parkland and 
farmland on four estates around Ripley Castle, where I have four 
full-time keepers,” he explains. “Then we have 3,000 acres of 
moorland edge land near Pateley Bridge and a further 4,000 acres 

BEFORE THE SHOOT
(ABOVE) A gun awaits a fresh flight of driven partridge. 
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across Hardcastle and Heathfield Moors.” Frank seems eager to 
continually better the sport he offers. “Each season we strive to 
improve the drives we offer,” he says, “and we take nothing for 
granted.” 
 Having begun with only the Ripley Castle shoot, Frank 
is delighted that over the years he has been able to add more 
land, especially grouse moors, for grouse hold a special place in 
Frank’s heart. He can now offer unrivaled variety to his guests 
in the form of his unique McRipley Days, which afford teams 
the opportunity to shoot grouse, partridge, pheasant, and duck 
drives all in the same day, for a multispecies experience.
 Not only does he treasure the variety of sport now offered 
at Ripley Castle, but Frank also truly enjoys bringing people 
together in the field for a special experience. 
 “I like each day to be a day that I would like to shoot per-
sonally,” Frank tells me, and I believe him. For, any day Frank 
may like to shoot would, no doubt, be a true sporting challenge.
 Whether you are an experienced shot or a relative novice, an 
individual or part of a small group, you can rest assured Frank 
and his team will deliver a wonderful introduction to driven 
shooting in one of the most picturesque regions of the UK. In 
fact, so beautiful and dramatic are the landscape at Frank’s 
Eagle Hall shoot that James Purdey & Sons recently used this 
location to photograph their sporting catalog. Not surprisingly, 
Frank and his team mixed seamlessly with the Purdey models. 
You simply cannot help but enjoy the Ripley experience. 

SHOOT VOCABULARY

› GUN: A term used for a person shooting. Also a term used to 

describe a person who indulges in game shooting.

› PEG: The place where a gun stands during a drive on a driven 

shoot. Usually the peg is marked by a wooden peg or stake, 

which may be numbered. Guns stand by their pegs throughout 

each drive.

› SHOOT: The particular location, usually an area of farmland or 

moorland, where driven shooting takes place. Also a term used 

to describe the business that operates the shoot.

› SHOOT BOX: The name given to the building at which a par-

ticular shoot meets; also called shooting lodge. Here a team of 

guns will congregate for a shoot briefing at the start of a driven 

shoot and for lunch at the end of the shoot.

› MOOR AND MOORLAND: A type of habitat found in highland 

areas of the United Kingdom. Moorland is characterized by low-

growing vegetation, most famously heather.

› DRIVE OR DRIVEN SHOOT: A day is divided into a number 

of drives located in different areas of a shoot. There will usually 

be somewhere between four and six drives presented during a 

driven shoot day. During each drive, a team of beaters will push 

birds over a line of guns.

A SUCCESSFUL SHOOT
Appreciating a well-orchestrated shoot, at day’s end.


